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Basketball referee rules nz

SCBA is proud to promote and encourage our referees here in South Canterbury. They do a fantastic job across all our domestic competitions and also have the opportunity to participate in regional and national tournaments. The official basketball rules (FIBA) and rule changes/interpritations for 2018 are available online here - teams initial information
evenings about citing basic information before the start of each season/competition, please keep an eye on these events on our Facebook page. &gt;&gt; Watch the video opposite for examples of correct signaling for judges &gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;&gt;Then see this link for great judge resources. Several young South Canterbury Referees have had
the opportunity to travel with BBNZ to development tournaments such as the Kour Tour to Australia, where not only basketball players are promoted, but it is also a way for referees to learn and experience a high level of competition. If you are interested in becoming a SCBA judge contact the office or if you want to take your current officiating to the next level
contact for information about options ahead. Get invoved – email gm@southcanterbury.basketball Recruitment, development and retention of basketball referees is essential for the game of basketball at all levels. Referees and officials are a vital part of our sport. Quite simply, without officials, there is no game! We welcome all new judges and officials –
whether you want to give something back to your community, keep fit and active, or simply learn more about the game. Alongside our associations, we will work to develop your skills at all levels of the game. Refereeing presents a challenge of being able to control a game while providing a fun and fair competition for the players. I think referees are
custodians of the game and should be in the background only intervening when required. Refereeing has given me lifelong friendships, as I have made by participating in national championships around the country. I have also been very fortunate to have become a FIBA referee who has allowed me to visit and explore many different countries while
refereeing games. I hope to keep refereeing as long as I'm still enjoying it and continue to try to get better at every game I do. I encourage everyone to get out there and give it a try - you never know, you like it! Marty Davison, 2019 Sal's NBL Referee of the Year How do I become a referee? Simply contact your local association - it's really that simple! Our
associations regularly run courses that cater to individuals who are just starting out or existing officials want to take the next step and upskill. To find your nearest association, click here. You can also see upcoming training opportunities in area by visiting national course finds. National Age Group Championships Do you want to be part of our national
pathway? Participating in one or national age group championships will secure your place on the national pathway. Basketball New Zealand is responsible for the selection of officials participating in our National Age Group Championships. If you are interested in finding out how you can get involved at one of these events, please contact us here. Rules,
Education, 3×3 &amp; Resources In addition to the association's courses, BBNZ in cooperation with FIBA has provided a variety of resources and training opportunities. To access rules and resources, click the appropriate link in the page navigation on the left. Kiwi Hoops Referee is our introductory course for all new officials. The Kiwi Hoops Referee Guide
is a user-friendly introduction to basic basketball rules with a focus on helping to provide fun participation opportunities for young players. The course is designed for everyone new to basketball or judge focusing on elementary school basketball (13 years and younger). Our BBNZ Referee Development Programme provides a comprehensive overview of the
officiating path available – from a Kiwi Hoops referee involved with miniball through to officiating at national and international events. FIBA has recently replaced their Mechanics Manual with a number of FIBA Referee Courses. These cover not only mechanics, but also provide referees with essential refereeing information. While we have included a number
of resources that include three person officiating (3PO), it is recommended that NZ competitions at union level use two officials. 3PO is not just a matter of adding a third official, and so in choosing to use this mechanic, it is important that judges get proper instruction. Judges should understand and be adept in the principles of verticality and judge defense
before moving on to 3PO. A dedicated Facebook page has also been established for all NZ judges. This is regularly updated with links to resources, rule change information, and general conversation. Click here for access. Download and read the available resources we have made available. If you have any questions regarding our path, rules or resources,
please feel free to contact our Referee Development Manager here. More information Looking for an app that has all your refereeing needs at hand? FIBA iRef Pre-Game is a specialized pre-game preparation app by basketball referees, developed by FIBA. FIBA iRef Academy Library contains FIBA published material from grassroots to elite level. Both apps
include videos, pre-game preparation, resources and manual plus lots of other useful information. Free to download from Apple &amp; Google Play App Stores. NBL Referees - check Website of NBL referee information, including history and records. Sport NZ - please visit the Volunteer &amp; Officials section of Sport NZ's website for advice and research in
a variety of areas. 2020 Official FIBA Basketball Rules pdf 5.61 MB 2020 Official FIBA Basketball Rules Changes (Working Version) pdf 5.53 MB FIBA Official Interpretations (from 31 January 2019) pdf 701.67 KB FIBA Rule Changes Summary 1 October 2020 (Effective 1 Jan 2021 in NZ) pdf 895.77 KB FIBA Official Signals pdf 2.02 MB 2020 FIBA Official
Basketball Equipment pdf 5.07 MB 2020 FIBA Official Basketball Equipment Changes (Working Version) pdf 2.29 MB FIBA Basketball Court Dimensions pdf 644.14 KB 2017 Rule Changes : Video Resources pdf 249.92 KB FIBA Referees Manual - Individual Officiating Techniques (IOT) pdf 4.64 MB Basketball New Zealand Referees ist bei Facebook. Melde
dich an oder erstelle ein Konto, um dich mit Basketball New Zealand Referees zu verbinden. Reviewneues Account erstellenBasketball New Zealand Referees ist bei Facebook. Melde dich an oder erstelle ein Konto, um dich mit Basketball New Zealand Referees zu verbinden. ReviewNeues Konto erstellenBasketball New Zealand JudgesGefällt mirGefällt
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